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Introduction 
 
At Premier Level, I am often told that I would rather be in 2nd grade at fullback than 1st 
grade on the wing or being told by fullbacks that they feel they have been dropped to the 
wing as they perceive they don’t touch the ball as much. They feel as though they are 
just “sitting out on the wing”. It has been hard to convince players over the years that 
they have a role to play as a blind winger. The players don’t seem to respond well to 
being encouraged to “get involved” or “come in off your wing” or “you have a roving 
commission”. I get the impression they feel they have a built in excuse not to get 
involved.  
 
With this in mind, I decided to do an analysis of the involvements of the blind winger at 
National and International level during the 1st two phases in an attempt to prove the 
worth of a blind winger and the valuable contribution they can have on a game. 
 
The areas of involvement were broken up into 5 key areas: ball runner, attacking option 
(but do not receive the ball), clean out, chasing a kick or no involvement. 
 
18 games were analysed (matches in brackets) involving Australia (x7), New Zealand 
(x3), South Africa (x2); Wales (x1), Scotland (x1), Italy (x1), Ireland (x1), Brumbies (x4), 
Reds (x4), Waratahs (x4), Force (x4) and the Crusaders (x4). It total: 8 Test matches 
and 10 Super 14 matches. 
 
No results were recorded for centre field scrums (as there was no blind winger) or if the 
opposition won a tight head or won a lineout against the throw due to the observation 
that the majority of time the blind wingers were back waiting for a kick or too far out of 
position to be involved in the play. 
 
 
Matches analysed 
 
International matches 
Australia vs New Zealand x 2 
Australia vs South Africa x 1 
Australia vs Wales x 1 
Australia vs Scotland x 1 
Australia vs Italy x 1 
Australia vs Ireland x 1 
New Zealand vs South Africa x 1 
 
 
 
Super 14 matches 
Brumbies vs Crusaders, Reds, Waratahs and Western Force (all matches x 1) 
Waratahs vs Brumbies, Crusaders, Reds and Western Force (all matches x 1) 
Reds vs Brumbies, Crusaders, Waratahs and Western Force (all matches x 1) 



Western Force vs Brumbies, Crusaders, Waratahs and Reds (all matches x 1) 
Crusaders vs Brumbies, Waratahs, Reds and Western Force (all matches x 1) 
 
Involvement Analysis 
 
The involvements of the blind winger at International level over 8 Test matches can be 
seen in the tables below: 
 
Table 1: Scrums 
Involvement Total Occurrences % 
Attacking option 23 25 
Ball Runner 20 22 
Cleanout 10 11 
No involvement 17 18 
Kick Chase 22 24 
Total no. of scrums 92  
Note: % rounded up to 3 decimal places 
 
 
Table 2: Lineouts 
Involvement Total Occurrences % 
Attacking option 28 18 
Ball Runner 29 18 
Cleanout 21 13 
No involvement 43 27 
Kick Chase 37 23 
Total no. of lineouts 158  
Note: % rounded up to 3 decimal places 
 
The involvements of the blind winger at Provincial level over 10 Super 14 matches can 
be seen in the tables below: 
 
Table 3: Scrums 
Involvement Total Occurrences % 
Attacking option 19 21 
Ball Runner 22 24 
Cleanout 9 10 
No involvement 22 24 
Kick Chase 18 20 
Total no. of scrums 90  
Note: % rounded up to 3 decimal places 
 
Table 4: Lineouts 
Involvement Total Occurrences % 
Attacking option 42 17 
Ball Runner 37 15 
Cleanout 39 16 
No involvement 72 30 
Kick Chase 53 22 



Total no. of lineouts 243  
Note: % rounded up to 3 decimal places 
 
 
An analysis of how each team uses the blind winger can be seen in the table below 
(note this is off scrums and lineouts) (note: attention needs to be paid to the number of 
games played in order to determine the reliability of the data). 
 
Table 5 

Involvement Aus NZ S.A.  Wal Sco Ire Ita Brum Cru Force Tahs Qld 
Attacking option 21% 18% 12% 31% 0% 25% 13% 22% 19% 24% 9% 15% 
Ball Runner 24% 11% 24% 19% 17% 19% 13% 22% 16% 14% 15% 21% 
Cleanout 15% 18% 13% 6% 17% 0% 0% 8% 13% 14% 15% 23% 
No involvement 21% 20% 28% 25% 50% 31% 31% 25% 35% 16% 44% 18% 
Kick Chase 19% 22% 24% 19% 17% 25% 54% 23% 17% 32% 18% 17% 
No of games 7 3 2 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 

Note: % rounded up to 3 decimal places 
 
What is the blind winger trying to achieve? 
 
The integrity of a defensive structure is most vulnerable when it has a make a decision 
on whom to tackle. This can be achieved by the speed at which the attackers are 
running, ensuring there are 2 or 3 players that could receive the ball, attacking running 
lines (targeting weak shoulders), timing, footwork (agility) and deception with the ball in 
hand. It is off set play when the blind winger can be most dangerous when the attack is 
marked one on one and there is a greater opportunity for situations where the defender 
has to make a choice on whom to tackle compared to 3rd or 4th phase when the defence 
has often spread and there seems what is like a brick wall in front of you. 
 
A perfect example of this was during the Wallabies vs South Africa Test in South Africa 
this year (2007). South Africa brought their blind winger off their 5/8 causing Matt Giteau 
to commit to picking up the blind winger. The ball was passed across the front of the 
blind winger to the inside centre. Stirling Mortlock was committed to his opposite man 
and the South African inside centre sliced through. The Wallaby centres were forced to 
make a choice to either stay on the man they were marking or both jam in - unfortunately 
in this example they were exploited (see diagram below). 
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The effect games plans can have on the impact of the blind winger 
 
During the analysis it became clear that certain game plans affected the involvements of 
the blind winger and therefore have a major impact on what type of involvement the blind 
winger can have. 
 
Teams that were intent on recycling the ball with the attack continuing to go in the same 
direction predominately used the blind winger in a clean out role off the first phase to 
ensure the ball was won. 
 
Teams that were intent on going side to side and running teams around in order to tire 
the opposition out and stretch their defensive structures did not use the blind winger till 
the 3rd or 4th phase when the ball was swung back to the original starting point. 
 
Teams that were intent on playing field position with a great kick chase game used the 
blind winger in a chasing role – the kicks predominately from 9 or 10. 
 
Off lineouts, the majority of teams used the blind winger as a ball runner or an attacking 
option off 9 or 10 in order to commit the opposition back row eg Mark Gerrard and Clyde 
Rathbone for the Brumbies running off George Gregan or Stephen Larkham. 
 
Off scrums the majority of teams used the blind winger either side of the centres to 
create doubt into the minds of the opposition defence in particular the five-eighth, inside 
and outside centre.  
 
Summary 
 
The hardest situation to defend is when there are two possible attackers (options) 
running at pace. As a defender and as part of a defensive structure or unit you have to 
make a decision on whom to tackle. It is in this situation (especially off set play) when 
the blindside winger can have a damaging effect as ball runner or an attacking option. 
Depending on your team’s game plan or the quality of ball you are receiving, you could 
be involved in up to 84% (Western Force) or as little as 50% (Scotland) off the 1st two 
phases off set play. 
 
Your team’s game plan and its strengths and weaknesses and your opposition strengths 
and weaknesses will have a major bearing on the blindside wingers involvements. There 
are other factors like the weather (Bledisloe Cup match 2 during the wet in NZ 2007) 
when the blindside winger predominately chased kicks as each team wanted to play in 
the opposition half or if the match is in the finals when traditionally field position dictates 
and again teams kick the ball more often. 
 
The blindside winger can have a massive impact and are an attacking weapon and 
should be encouraged to be involved where ever they can. 
 


